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“So we had been looking for solutions”, says Ian Howie, Account Director of 1upSearch, 

“One solution was Google Analytics and that told us some stuff . And that lead us to want 

to test our website. But whenever we discussed diff erent website products the cost was 

just too much… when Google announced the free Website Optimiser we jumped at the 

chance.” The enthusiasm 1upSearch showed for website optimisation was typical of its 

results driven ethos; an off ering that has partnered the London-based agency with some of 

the UK’s most successful niche brands like Wordtracker.com, Sign-Up.to and WorldFirst.com.

Howie restates “Our speciality is return-on-investment.” But while businesses are keen 

to optimise both their paid and unpaid search, Howie discovered websites are often a 

blind spot. He believes many web professionals need to fundamentally change their 

attitude to their websites, in the UK especially. When 1upSearch started to include 

website optimisation as a service, a common roadblock was that business owners and 

webmasters viewed the website as ‘complete’. It was not an element of PPC or SEO that 

is refi ned and improved over time. It is the shop. You do not rebuild the shop. Howie says 

“People are still thinking of websites in terms of ‘build it and they will come’. And really in a 

lot of cases the attitude needs to be ‘build it and we’ll get it wrong but we’ll work out what 

we got right’… sometimes it is like telling people the earth is round when they’ve been told 

the earth is fl at”. 

As an agency 1upSearch has fully integrated Google Website Optimiser into its 

marketing services. It has run experiments on websites of diff erent shapes and sizes; 

from incremental text and image changes to complete website restructures. Website 

Optimiser has consistently provided the insight to make websites better. Worldfi rst is the 

UK’s fastest growing foreign exchange broker and one of the clients that benefi tted from 

website optimisation. Howie elaborates “These guys were selling a service in an extremely 

competitive market and in 2008 the currency rates were going all over the place. And we 

were still able to increase conversions. Website Optimiser has been a big part of that… it 

shows that just because your market is changing, if you test, you can still reap the benefi ts. 

But if you leave stuff  static, you are going down with the market.” 1upSearch experimented 

with the text of the home page, changed the links and added a block of benefi ts to the 

page. The result was a 20% improvement in conversions. 

The consistent success of Google Website Optimiser in creating conversion-driven 

websites prompted 1upSearch to adapt its business off ering. Howie says “Our pitch to 

every customer now involves, what we call TOP: Traffi  c Optimisation Process. It tries to 

encompass a PPC campaign, an SEO campaign and the conversion products together 

with Google Analytics.” TOP is a move away from the more general online marketing 

consultancy of a few years ago. 1upSearch believes it is an off ering more suited to the 

modern online business. Howie says “You may have a lot of traffi  c. Great. But let’s make 

more use of the traffi  c you’ve got. Or you may be a customer who doesn’t have the right 

traffi  c. If so we’ll make sure you have optimised traffi  c, optimised landing pages, 

optimised conversions.” He is unambiguous about the benefi ts of Website Optimiser 

“The thing we like about it most is that it does the job. It is very clear what it does and it 

is given away for free.”
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Who they are
www.1upsearch.co.uk
Digital marketing agency

Bedford/London, UK

What they needed
A powerful website analysis tool to help drive 

ROI for their customers.

What they did
•    Set up Google Website Optimiser experiments 

•    Implemented the winning site variations 

What they accomplished
A 20% improvement in conversions for one of 

their largest clients.   “ Google Website Optimiser is very powerful for a free product. 

You don’t get half a product. You get the full product.” 

  Ian Howies, Account Director 1UpSearch
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